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A. STATISTICAL INFORMATION 
The total number of candidates who registered to sit for French was 111.  

Table 1 shows the distribution of grades for the Special September Session 2020 

 

GRADE A B C D E F ABS Total 

NUMBER OF CANDIDATES 7 14 33 21 15 4 17 111 

% OF TOTAL 6.31 12.61 29.73 18.92 13.51 3.60 15.32 100 

Table 1: Distribution of grades for French Special September Session 2020  

 

Due to COVID-19, in the year 2020 no oral examinations were held, thus all candidates were automatically 

awarded 25 marks for the oral component. Consequently, this report will only take into account the written 

component of the examination. 

B. The Written examination 

Free Composition 

Unlike previous years where the majority of candidates opted for an argumentative essay, this year,  55% of 

the candidates chose essay title (a) which involved writing a dialogue. This year’s argumentative essay, which 

was essay title (c), was only chosen by 20% of the candidates. 23% of the candidates chose essay title (d), 

where they had to write a formal email and, only 2% opted for the narrative, which was essay title (b). As in 

the previous year, the narrative was the least popular title.  

The vast majority of candidates get high marks for understanding the title and for giving relevant ideas.   Even 

when it comes to spelling, the majority of candidates performed rather well in this area. Very few candidates 

were penalised for not respecting the word limit.  

Overall, marks were often lost for not showing a good command of grammar and for not using a wide range 

of vocabulary. Also, in essay title (d) where candidates were asked to write a formal email of complaint, 

marks were lost for not choosing the appropriate form of language which is expected in formal writing and 

for using “tu” instead of “vous”. Moreover, some candidates incorrectly concluded their email with 

“*Regarde” instead of “Cordialement”, or did not write anything at all. With regard to grammar, a significant 

number of candidates did not use the infinitive form of the verb after “à” or “de” or following a conjugated 

verb, as shown in the following examples: “*c’est très naturel de possède ces sentiments”, “*vous pouvez 

donnez des vidéos”, “*je vais trouve”, etc. They also tended not to use the correct form of the verbs 

“pouvoir” and “devoir”, and erroneously wrote “*tu peut”,“*tu pouves” or “*je devois”. Most confused 

“travail” with “travaille” and instead of using the emphatic pronoun “toi” after “pour”, they used the subject 

pronoun “tu” as shown in the following example: “*Je suis content pour tu”. Some other common mistakes 

included the use of “cette” instead of “c’est” and using “besoin” without “avoir”, as shown in this example: 

“*tu besoin de parler”. 
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Summary 
The majority of candidates showed that they understood the passage and very few candidates lost marks 

for not respecting the word limit.  It was also observed that a number of candidates made a conscious effort 

to include linking words in their writing. 

Overall, candidates were able to identify the main ideas but lacked the necessary vocabulary and appropriate 

command of grammar and syntax, making it difficult for them to express themselves fluently. This is shown 

in the following examples: “*sa mère insiste pour changer lui travail”, “*Internet beaucoup d’aider”, “*le 

métier de libraire est difficile parce qu’elle a faire plus de devenir, mais elle est bonheur”.  

Most candidates often repeated the words “libraire” or “librairie” in their sentence. With regard to grammar, 

a number of candidates did not make correct use of the passé composé, and they either did not make correct 

use of direct and indirect object pronouns or did not use them at all. For example, instead of writing “son 

métier la rend heureuse”, some candidates wrote “*son métier rend elle heureuse” and the majority did not 

use “y” so as not to repeat “à la librairie”. A good command of direct and indirect object pronouns would 

help them significantly to avoid repetition, write more fluently and have better command of syntax. 

 

Literature essay 

Almost all the candidates opted to write about Schmitt’s novel Oscar et la Dame Rose with 71% of the 

candidates choosing 3(b) and 24% choosing 3(a). Only 4% chose to write about the novel L’Envol by Philippe 

Delerm, and those who did opted for essay title 3(d). None of the candidates chose 3(c). One candidate left 

out the literature essay.   

A good number of candidates were awarded full marks or a very high mark in their literature essay since 

they discussed in depth the theme/s they were asked to discuss and supported their arguments by including 

relevant quotes. They also made reference to other works by the same author, which form part of Schmitt’s 

Le Cycle de l’Invisible. Those who scored a low mark tended to simply narrate the story rather than engage 

in a discussion about the theme/s indicated in the essay title. Overall, all candidates showed an 

understanding of what was being asked of them in the title, however, some decided to discuss several 

aspects of the novel instead of revolving their discussion around the argument presented in the essay title 

of their choice.   

With regard to essays based on Philippe Delerm’s L’Envol, all the candidates showed a very good 

understanding of the book and of its main themes. Nevertheless, some of them failed to include relevant 

quotes to support their arguments and did not include any knowledge about the author himself. 

 

Civilisation 

Overall, the vast majority of the candidates performed very well in this section of the exam. A significant 

number were either awarded full marks or a very high mark for this section. Very few candidates got a low 

mark, and those who did showed lack of preparation in this area. 
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